
 

 

Dasher & Crank 

By Camila Barbeito 

 

Dasher & Crank is the kind of Dr. Seuss meets The Grand Budapest Hotel meets 

millennial-pink playground that I have been dreaming about since childhood. Maybe I didn’t 

specifically dream it, we should probably credit the owners for that, but it’s the kind of place 

I wish I could say I’ve been going to my whole life.  

Dasher & Crank seems to have a limitless sample policy, so you can actually try any 

flavor your heart desires without a snarky look from a multicolored-haired, actually really cool 

employee. Last time I was there, a little boy fresh out of school with his babysitter in tow 

was game enough to try around eight flavors, including the Filipino purple yam Ube 

Macapuno, salted coconut Salty Beach, and Chicken & Waffles (with pieces of each actually 

in the maple-tinged mix— yes, please). He settled for Strawberry Cream Cheese guava, a 

Cuban-Miami spin on a classic, topped with the special edition Babka N’ Cream flavor, 

swirled with chocolate, nuts and bread-y bits (yes, bread-y bits is a term now), in 



collaboration with the Miami demi-god Zak the Baker. I opted for the special Arequipe con 

Obleas flavor, inspired by Colombian arequipe, a kind of dulce de leche, and the obleas that 

usually accompany it (a wafer that actually tastes a lot like altar bread— yes, I said it).  

Apart from the fantastic flavors that change from week to week, mostly themed such 

as the Stranger Things flavors (Eleven’s Eggo’s anyone?), the heart at Dasher & Crank are the 

employees who explain each flavor to perfection, and are just as genuinely excited as you are. 

Go to Dasher & Crank on a Sunday after walking around Wynwood and maybe even after 

being kind of day-drunk from Astra’s Mediterranean style rooftop bar. Take a date and eat 

your ice cream (in one of their artisanal cones that are just sugary, crunchy and impossibly 

thin enough— trust me!) and only eat said ice cream on the pink steps inside the store. Make 

sure to stop at the Yoko’s Matcha pop up and try some of the matcha pastelitos or CBD-

infused anything, which is probably much needed after any kind of Miami traffic that day, 

but mostly if you drove through the 25-year-old construction site that is the Palmetto. 

Whatever your game, Dasher & Crank is exactly the kind of come-one-come-all place Miami 

always needed. 

	


